how authors in this period both were a product of political and socio-economic changes, often profoundly unsettling (as in the events of 1860 in Syria), but also how these authors themselves authored new social, cultural and political conditions, as individual and collective producers of a project that came to be named the nahḍ a.
The nahḍ a was subject to purveyance first by some of its own authorial subjects (figures such as Jurjı̄Zaydan wrote frequently of their own time and efforts as representing a nahḍ a), and came to be further defined and then reified by intellectual and literary historians, whether in the West or in the Arab world, over the course of the 20th century -after the nahḍ a was viewed as already over, in a perspective that looked back over a recent but concluded historical phase. Of the first impulse, the self-identification of what we may term nahḍ a-era authors with the concept of nahḍ a, much remains to be said regarding the philological deployments of this concept and its own various rebirths up to the present day. The second category, of scholars who have defined and studied the nahḍ a ex post facto, are those who have perhaps been most influential in the narrativization of the nahḍ a as a stage upon the telos that leads to modernity, for whom authorial intention was perhaps a less central consideration. For those who have found Arab modernities lacking-from Orientalists to Arab theorists overwrought by the anxieties of a perceived late arrival-at times critiques of nahḍ a have emerged, arguing that the shortfalls of present conditions were constituted in the weak elaborations of rational modernity by the authorial figures of the nahḍ a. More recently, a trend has emerged that essentially posits the nahḍ a as a golden age followed by further decadence-a stage of 'possible modernities' unfulfilled by the imposition of inorganic or hegemonic ideologies such as nationalism. 2 Between these tendencies, one may find grounds for a different approach, less bounded by rise and fall narratives or by civilizational frameworks, one that examines the cultural value of tropes of rebirth as set by the sociocultural settings of coloniality, and of postcolonial conditions, with a new eye to the role of the author.
This collection of critical articles presents new approaches to the study of the nahḍ a through examining anew the authorial figure. As a whole, these articles present a new set of views and approaches that are slowly coming to be more influential in the broader field of study of the nahḍ a, building upon but also critically challenging longstanding views of the period within academia. These new approaches are not spurred by a single revisionist approach, but rather emerge from a series of more critical methodologies that are increasingly finding application in the study of modern Arabic literature. These methodologies are by no means uniform. They include a more sociologically centered form of literary study, one that attenuates literary study to the details of political economy, social history and other factors, as well as approaches that are deeply textual, examining the epistemologies of concepts that arise in the nahḍ a and which come to be seen as normative: concepts such as literature/adab or nation/waṭ an, both in their modern sense. They also include new comparative approaches that elucidate the ways by which the Arab nahḍ a relates to and is in dialogue with similar cultural movements in other parts of the world, exploring questions of cross-fertilization across socio-linguistic borders. These new approaches build upon but also move beyond the limitations of the prior dominant modes of scholarship on the nahḍ a-specifically that of intellectual biography (as a subfield of intellectual history), and its often uncritical narrative of 'great thinkers' by critically reconsidering some of the major authors of nahḍ a thinking.
The ascendant approaches that are challenged by this new scholarship have their roots in the period in question; for example, in Jurjı̄Zaydan's frequent deployment of the term nahḍ a in his writing, which most often bespoke a belief in a common set of cultural fronts united aspirationally-a variety of nahḍ as in different fields, from science, to education, to women, and so on. The conceptual formation of the nahḍ a that came to predominate in the 20th century is perhaps most forcefully articulated in the influential work of George Antonius, which presented revivalist tropes in his narrative of the formation of national consciousness in the Arab world-nahḍ a as a rationalist movement of secular and liberal trends that culminate in the project of nationalism. 3 Antonius's narrative would be completed and rendered much more complex in the work of Albert Hourani, most clearly articulated in his work Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age, which as Donald Reid has noted, 'left its mark on a whole generation of English speaking scholars of the Middle East.' 4 Hourani's work brought canonical nahḍ a-era figures to the attention of a broad range of scholars for whom the thinkers of the 19th and early 20th centuries were insignificant. 5 His work, via translation into Arabic, had no lesser effect in the developments of Arabic language scholars. While for Arab intellectuals the figures of the nahḍ a required less by way of an introduction, Hourani nonetheless represented a point of origin for various formulations on the nahḍ a, and not simply during his own life. The long shadow of Hourani's work is very apparent, for example, in the thinking of Mahir al-Sharıf, a Syrian Marxist intellectual historian. 6 In this work, al-Sharıf posits that the decade preceding his study saw new developments that have 'emanated from the crystallization of a project for a new nahḍ a.' 7 al-Sharıf cites Hourani as he argues that this new nahḍ a is itself a rejuvenation of that original awakening, which was cut short by the rise of postcolonial totalitarian regimes such as that of post-1952 Egypt. The thinkers of this second nahḍ a -a generation for al-Sharıf including Isma'ıl Ṣ abrı̄ 'Abdallah (1925 'Abdallah ( -2006 , Baha' Ṭ ahir (1935-) and Jabir 'Uṣ fur (1944-)-have called attention to the need to reconnect with the original aims of the first nahḍ a. Sharıf's discussion is richer than may be explored in depth here, but interestingly indexes the continued relevance not only of the trope of rebirth but also of the ideals attributed to the nahḍ a for a thinker on the verge of the 21st century.
One of the primary aims of the present collection is thus to showcase the work of a range of younger scholars working on the nahḍ a, whose work as a whole may be seen as representing the fruits of a series of increasingly critical interventions into the formerly ascendant scholarship on the period. The last decade or so has witnessed the production of a range of scholarly works on literary and cultural studies of the 19th and early 20th centuries, some of which have addressed the nahḍ a concept explicitly, while others have done so more obliquely. For example, Marilyn Booth's May Her Likes Be Multiplied represents a trend that is at last illuminating the darkness that had for too long been cast over the roles of women in cultural discourse in this period. 8 Stephen Sheehi's groundbreaking Foundations of Modern Arab Identity critically explores the rise of 'epistemologies of modernity' in the thinking of a number of key nahḍ a figures, showing the ambivalences and contradictions that characterized their adoption of western and colonial systems of value within their reformist projects of remaking Arab subjectivity, concluding that by attempting to 'enact a masterful subject, the hegemony of modernity was born. ' 9 My own work in Literary Modernity between the Middle East and Europe attempted to rethink the trajectories of innovation in both Arabic and Persian writing from the period, linking changes in literary practice and cultural value to broader shifts in the cultural fields that legitimate them, and not to either the genius of reformist thinkers or to the mimetic imitation of western practice. 10 I further sought to show that English literature is not less indebted as a result of its own transactions with other literatures-among them Arabic and Persian-and from this observation new theories of modernity may be articulated. Shaden Tageldin' s Disarming Words rethinks the politics of translation-a central area of cultural activity during the nahḍ a period-by repositioning theories of cultural imperialism within a nexus of desire; hence her concept of 'translational seduction' as a new way of thinking the fissure line between Arabic literary practice and those of the colonial West. 11 Finally I would mention Tarik El-Ariss's Trials of Arab Modernity as yet another groundbreaking reconsideration of the diverse elaborations of modernity found in the nahḍ a moment, finding 'multiple sites of confrontation which could not be reduced to political conflict and the tradition/modernity binaries' 12 and contributing to a broader project to 'dismantle the Nahda as a coherent body of texts by intellectuals in their ivory towers.' 13 Taking the above noted works as a point of departure, the collection of essays found in this issue of Middle Eastern Literatures also point to the complexities, inner contradictions and multiplicities of articulations that make up the nahḍ a. The discourse that Ṭ ahṭ awı̄employs in his attempts to both translate the European sciences he encounters in France and to accord this (in a way that is not apologetic) to Islamic sciences gives evidence of how later nahḍ a-era thinkers were to attempt similarly to synthesize the perceived gap between these two areas. In 'The Nahḍ a and the Haskala: A Comparative Reading of "Revival" and "Reform",' Lital Levy re-examines the bifurcated histories of the nahḍ a and haskala-the Hebrew language movement for cultural renewal that emerged in the 19th century-and shows the profound limitations of the prevailing mono-cultural/mono-linguistic approaches to scholarship on each of these movements. Levy compellingly not only presents a case to adopt a comparatist's methodology to exploring each, but also shows that textual evidence testifies to exchanges and dialogues between the Arabic and Hebrew movements. Nadia Bou Ali's 'Buṭ rus al-Bustanı̄and the Shipwreck of the Nation' examines the repercussions of the cultural shock of the Syrian crisis of 1860 through Buṭ rus al-Bustanı's translation of Robinson Crusoe. In her study, Bou Ali argues that Bustanı̄was driven to the post-Hobbesian fantasy of Crusoe as a conservative reaction to the specter of sectarian war, a reaction that drove him to posit the nation as a redemptive concept to emerge from the bloodletting in that year. Finally, Jeff Sacks' article 'Falling into Pieces, or Aḥ mad Faris al-Shidyaq and Literary History: A Love Letter' examines the way by which the field of literary history has attempted (and largely failed) to accommodate the work of Shidyaq, doing so through a focus on Shidyaq's own articulations (often in terms of love) of the act of reading, and of writing. This provides Sacks with a point of departure for considering to what extent the appropriation of Arabic texts, and in particular those of the nahḍ a, into (western) institutions of cultural legitimation is always a dilution and domestication of these texts for the sake of presumed legibility.
Clearly, these essays are by no means exhaustive in illustrating what is new in recent scholarship on the nahḍ a. In this collection, certain limitations may be discerned that must be acknowledged-a somewhat too-narrow focus that again leaves the Arab maghrib at the margins of discussions on the nahḍ a, for example. In addition, one may well argue that these studies of the nahḍ a continue to replicate a limitation in perspective-they are all highly modernist in terms of their orientation, and only occasionally are nahḍ a phenomena linked to their presumptive antecedents, whether 'classical' or even of a more recent past. One hopes to see much more work on the Arabic literary productions of the 18th century and the 17th century, in order to better position and calibrate our understanding of what is termed the nahḍ a and the role of authorship within it. These limitations aside, this issue contributes to what seems more and more to be a renaissance of its own for scholarship on this critical period.
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